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[57] ABSTRACT 

A voltage storage circuit. for use for example in an 
analogue-to-digital converter, includes an input switch ele 
ment connected between an input node (IN) of the circuit 
and a ?rst plate of a storage capacitor. The other plate of the 
capacitor is connected to a common terminal 3 of the circuit. 
A high-impedance ampli?er element is connected to the ?rst 
plate for providing at an output node (OUT) of the circuit an 
output voltage (V0) dependent upon the ?rst plate potential 
(Va). The ampli?er element has an FE'I‘ input device whose 
gate electrode is connected to the ?rst plate and whose 
source and drain electrode potentials are ?xed in relation to 
the ?rst plate potential (V6). Such a voltage storage circuit 
avoids charge injection to/from the ampli?er element. with 
consequential charging/discharging of the storage capacitor. 
which would otherwise result from operation of the ampli 
?er element 

66 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets 
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VOLTAGE STORAGE CIRCUITS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to voltage storage circuits 

for use. for example. in analog-to-digital converters for 
storing an applied analog value prior to conversion into its 
digital equivalent. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
FIG. 1 of the accompanying drawings shows a 

previously-considered voltage storage circuit comprising an 
input switch element 1. a storage capacitor 2 and a high 
impedance unity-gain ampli?er element 3. Initially. with the 
switch element 1 in the closed position. an analog input 
voltage V,- applied between input terminals of the circuit is 
supplied to the storage capacitor 2 so that the potential 
diiference between the plates of the storage capacitor tracks 
the input voltage Vi. At a predetermined moment in time 
tmmh the input switch element 1 is switched to the open 
position. with the result that the potential difference between 
the capacitor plates immediately prior to such switching is 
stored until such time as the input switch element 1 is closed 
again. During the period in which the switch element is in 
the open position the stored voltage is reproduced between 
output terminals of the circuit as an output voltage Va. the 
ampli?er element 3 serving to prevent loading of the storage 
capacitor by circuitry connected with the output terminals. 

FIG. 2 shows an input portion of the ampli?er element 3 
in more detail. This input portion includes an FBI‘ input 
transistor 33 having a drain electrode connected to a positive 
supply line Vdd of the element. a source electrode connected 
by way of a current source 32 to a negative supply line V‘, 
of the element. and a gate electrode connected to one plate 
(the upper plate in FIG. 1) of the storage capacitor 2. It will 
be appreciated that the FE!‘ input transistor 33 is connected 
in the so-called source follower con?guration. 

Further circuitry. not shown in FIG. 2. is normally inter 
posed between the source electrode of the FET input tran 
sistor 33 and an output of the element for buifering the 
source electrode potential to produce the output potential V,. 

In use of the ampli?er element 3 of FIG. 2. the current 
source 32 causes a current to ?ow in the drain/stance 
channel of the FET input transistor 33, with the result that 
the source electrode potential V, thereof follows the gate 
electrode potential and hence the stored potential VC of the 
upper plate of the storage capacitor 2. Thus, the input portion 
of the ampli?er element 3 has a voltage gain of substantially 
unity. although in practice the source electrode potential V, 
is always slightly less than the potential Vc of the upper plate 
of the storage capacitor 2. 

Because the input portion employs an FET input transistor 
the gate current of which is very small. the input impedance 
of the element is very high. Thus. after the input switch 
element 1 of the voltage storage circuit of FIG. 1 has been 
opened. the storage capacitor is not discharged to a signi? 
cant extent by the ampli?er element 3. 
The ampli?er element 3 of FIG. 2 suifers. however. from 

a disadvantage arising from charge injection into its input 
portion from the storage capacitor 2 (or vice versa) when the 
potential of the upper plate Vc of the storage capacitor 2 is 
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2 
changed. Although after the input switch element 1 has been 
opened. no such change in the upper plate potential will 
normally result. as explained later in the present speci?ca 
tion the upper plate potential Vc unavoidably changes at the 
moment tm-mh of opening of the input switch element 1 due 
to charge injection at that moment by the input switch 
element 1 itself. Such charge injection by the input switch 
element 1 leads to a small. but at high precision signi?cant. 
change in the stored voltage in the storage capacitor 2 and 
hence brings about a change in the potential VC of the upper 
plate thereof at the moment the switch element is opened. 
The reasons for charge injection at the ampli?er element 

input portion. in response to changes in the upper plate 
potential of the storage capacitor 2. will now be explained 
As shown in FIG. 2. the FET input transistor 33 unavoidably 
has small parasitic capacitances between its electrodes. there 
being a gate-source parasitic capacitance Cg, between the 
gate and source electrodes. a gate-drain parasitic capacitance 
C8,, between the gate and drain electrodes. and a drain 
source parasitic capacitance Cd, between the drain and 
source electrodes. Whenever the potentials of these three 
electrodes change relative to one another. charge must ?ow 
into or out of the parasitic capacitances. and it is the 
combination of these charge ?ows which leads to charge 
injection tolfrom the ampli?er element input portion. 

In the FIG. 2 ampli?er element. because the input tran 
sistor 33 is connected in the above-mentioned source fol 
lower con?guration. the gate-source potential thereof is 
substantially constant. irrespective of the upper plate poten 
tial VC of the storage capacitor 2. so that charge injection due 
to the gate-source parasitic capacitance C8, can normally be 
neglected. 

However. the gate potential and the drain-source potential 
of the input transistor 33. being V [Va and V dd-V, 
respectively. are not constant and vary in dependence upon 
the upper plate potential VC. Thus. whenever V6 is changed. 
charge must ?ow into or out of the gate-drain parasitic 
capacitance C8‘, and the drain-source parasitic capacitance 
C4,. in either case causing charge to ?ow into or out of the 
input portion of the ampli?er element. 
When the input switch element is open. the charge that 

?ows must either charge or discharge the storage capacitor 
2. depending upon the direction of ?ow. Such charge or 
discharge unavoidably leads to an error in the stored voltage 
between the plates of the storage capacitor 2. 
The effects of the parasitic capacitances of the input 

portion of the ampli?er element are particularly severe when 
the capacitance of the storage capacitor 2 is not large relative 
to the capacitances of the parasitic capacitances themselves. 
which may be the case for example when it is desired to 
reduce acquisition time of the voltage storage circuit. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention there 
is provided a voltage storage circuit including: 

a storage capacitor. one plate of which is connected to an 
input terminal of the circuit by way of an input switch 
element and the other plate of which is connected to a 
common terminal of the circuit, an input signal to be 
stored being applied between the said input and com 
mon terminals when the circuit is in use; and 

in ampli?er element. having an input connected to the said 
one plate and an output connected to an output terminal 
of the circuit. for providing an output signal. between 
the said output and common terminals. dependent upon 
the voltage stored in the said storage capacitor. which 
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ampli?er element includes an electronic input device 
having a controllable current path provided between 
respective ?rst and second current-path electrodes of 
the device and also having a control electrode to which 
a potential is applied to control the magnitude of 
current in the said current path. the said control elec 
trode being connected to the said one plate. and the said 
?rst and second current-path electrodes being con 
nected with potential tracking means such that both the 
?rst current-path electrode potential and the second 
current-path electrode potential track the control elec 
trode potential. whilst current ?ows in the said control 
lable current path. so that the respective potentials of 
the ?rst and second current-path electrodes are kept 
substantially ?xed in relation to the potential of the said 
one plate. 

With such a design of ampli?er element. the potentials of 
the control and ?rst and second current-path electrodes of 
the input device are all in substantially ?xed relation to one 
another and to the one plate potential when the circuit is in 
use. so that the parasitic capacitances existing between those 
electrodes do not signi?cantly atfect operation of the circuit. 
This avoids charge injection to/from the ampli?er element. 
with consequential charging/discharging of the storage 
capacitor. due to operation of the ampli?er element con 
nected to the said one plate of the storage capacitor. Thus. 
error in the stored voltage as a result of such charging/ 
discharging is eliminated. 

Preferably the potential tracking means include a current 
source. connected to the said ?rst current-path electrode for 
causing the ?rst current-path electrode potential to track the 
control electrode potential. and active follower means con 
nected operatively between the said ?rst and second current 
path electrode for causing the second current-path electrode 
potential to track the ?rst current-path electrode potential. 

In such an arrangement the ?rst current-path electrode is 
caused to track the one plate potential automatically. so that 
the active follower means can be connected operatively 
between the ?rst and second current-path electrodes. i.e. 
exclusively on the output side of the input device. to achieve 
the required tracking of the second current-path electrode. 
The said electronic input device is advantageously an FET 

input transistor such that the said control electrode is the gate 
electrode of the FET input transistor. the ?rst current-path 
electrode is the source electrode of the FET input transistor. 
the said second current-path electrode is the drain electrode 
of the FEI‘ input transistor. and the said controllable current 
path is provided by the drain-source channel of the FET 
input transistor. 

Such an FET input transistor provides the ampli?er ele 
ment with a high input impedance. so as to avoid discharge 
of the storage capacitor after the input switch element has 
been opened. the inevitable gate-source. gate-drain. and 
source-drain parasitic capacitances of the FET input tran 
sistor not alfecting the circuit operation. 
When the input device is an FET. the said active follower 

means may comprise a cascoding FET transistor connected 
with its drain-source channel in series with the drain-source 
channel of the FET input transistor so that the source 
electrode potential of the cascoding transistor tracks the gate 
electrode potential thereof and also comprise a bias genera 
tor connected operatively between the source electrode of 
the FET input transistor and the gate electrode of the 
cascading transistor for maintaining therebetween a substan 
tially constant potential difference. 

Such a cascoding arrangement is simple but e?ective. the 
series-connection of the cascoding FEI‘ transistor with the 
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4 
FET input transistor ensuring that the source electrode 
potential of the cascading transistor automatically tracks the 
gate electrode thereof. 
The ampli?er element is preferably made up of ?rst and 

second substantially identical circuit portions. the ?rst por 
tion including the said input device and the said active 
follower means and the second portion including the said 
current source. 

Such circuit symmetry can provide high stability and 
predictability in the operation of the ampli?er element. 
particularly as regards the relationship between the input and 
output potentials of the ampli?er element. and can be 
conveniently fabricated. 
The said input switch element is preferably an electronic 

input switch element. operative in dependence upon the 
potential at a switching electrode thereof. the circuit further 
including switch driving means connected to cause the 
switching electrode potential to track the input terminal 
potential when the element is in its ON condition. thereby 
maintaining the switching electrode potential substantially 
?xed in relation to the input terminal potential. and operable 
to cause the switching electrode potential to change. relative 
to the input terminal potential. such that the element is 
changed from its ON condition to its OFF condition. 

In such a circuit the control electrode potential is ?xed in 
relation to the input term potential. so that the amount of 
charge injected in the electronic switch element at the 
moment of switching OFF is substantially independent of 
the level of the input signal. Thus. error in the stored voltage 
due to such charge injection is substantially constant. or at 
least linear. for di?erent input signal voltages. and appro 
priate measures can therefore be taken to compensate for 
such error. 
The said switching electrode potential is advantageously 

derived from the said output signal so that this potential can 
be obtained without loading or otherwise aifecting the input 
signal. 

Advantageously. the said switch driving means are con 
nected operatively with the said output terminal and are 
operable. in dependence upon a switching signal received 
thereby. to apply to the said switching electrode either an 
ON potential. for maintaining the said input switch element 
in its ON condition. or an OFF potential. for maintaining the 
said input switch element in its OFF condition. the said ON 
and OFF potentials being each substantially ?xed in relation 
to the said output terminal potential but di?’en'ng from one 
another by a predetermined amount. 

In this arrangement both the ON and OFF potentials are 
?xed relative to the input signal potential so that the charge 
injection by the input switch element is substantially con 
stant irrespective of the input signal potential. 
The voltage storage circuit may well have respective ?rst 

and second biassing lines connected operatively to the said 
output terminal so as to be at potentials that are respectively 
?xed in relation to the output terminal potential. the second 
biassing line potential being equal to one of the said ON and 
OFF potentials and the potential diiference between the said 
?rst and second biassing lines being greater than or equal to 
the said predetermined amount. In this case the said switch 
driving means may include a bootstrap capacitor one plate of 
which is connected to the said switching electrode for 
providing the said switching electrode potential and also 
include connecting means connected with both plates of the 
bootstrap capacitor and with the said biassing lines and 
switchable. when the switching electrode potential is to be 
changed from the said one of its ON and OFF potentials to 
the other of those potentials. from a charging con?guration. 
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serving to connect the said one plate of the bootstrap 
capacitor to the said second biassing line whilst connecting 
the other plate thereof to the said ?rst biassing line. to a 
?oating con?guration serving to isolate the said one plate 
from the second biassing line whilst connecting the said 
other plate to the said second biassing line. thereby to cause 
the potential at the said one plate to be changed from the 
second biassing line potential to a potential di?’ering there 
from by the said predetermined amount. 

In such an arrangement one of the ON and OFF potentials 
can be outside the supply lines of the circuit, if necessary. 

Alternatively. the voltage storage circuit may have respec 
tive ?rst. second and third biassing lines connected opera 
tively t0 the said output terminal so as to be at potentials that 
are respectively ?xed in relation to the output terminal 
potential. the third bias sing line potential being equal to one 
of the said ON and OFF potentials and the potential ditfer 
ence between the said ?rst and second biassing lines being 
greater than or equal to the said predetermined amount. In 
this case the said switch driving means may include a 
bootstrap capacitor one plate of which is connected to the 
said switching electrode for providing the said switching 
electrode potential and also include connecting means con 
nected with both plates of the bootstrap capacitor and with 
the said biassing lines and switchable. when the switching 
electrode potential is to be changed from the said one of its 
ON and OFF potentials to the other of those potentials. from 
a charging con?guration. serving to connect the said one 
plate of the bootstrap capacitor to the said third biassing line 
whilst connecting the other plate thereof to the said ?rst 
bias sing line. to a ?oating con?guration serving to isolate the 
said one plate from the third biassing line whilst connecting 
the said other plate to the said second biassing line. thereby 
to cause the potential at the said one plate to be changed 
from the third biassing line potential to a potential di?ering 
therefrom by the said predetermined amount. 

In this example. the required change in the [control] 
switching electrode potential. from the said output terminal 
potential when the switch element is in one of its ON and 
OFF conditions to a potential differing from the output 
terminal potential by the said predetermined amount when 
the switch element is in the other of its ON and OFF 
conditions. can be achieved using internal biasing lines 
whose potentials are not suitable for directly providing the 
ON and OFF potentials and/or whose potentials differ from 
the output terminal potential by less than the predetermined 
amount. 

Preferably the said electronic input switch element is a 
MOSFET transistor in which case one of the said ON and 
OFF potentials can be substantially the same as the said 
output terminal potential. For example. if the MOSFET 
transistor is an n-channel enhancement type MOSFET, the 
OFF potential can be substantially the same as the output 
terminal potential. With such a MOSFET transistor as the 
electronic switch element the generation of suitable ON and 
OFF potentials can be desirably simple, particularly in the 
case of the said one of the ON and OFF potentials that can 
be obtained by simply applying the output terminal potential 
directly to the [control] switching electrode. 

Preferably the voltage storage circuit is formed on a single 
substrate. and the said input switch element and the said 
input device of the amplifier element are located within one 
or more wells of the conductivity type opposite to that of the 
surrounding material of said substrate. there being means for 
causing the or each well potential to track the potential of the 
said one plate. By controlling the potential of the well in this 
way. parasitic capacitances (including the switch element 
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6 
capacitance and any interconnect capacitance) of the circuit 
can be bootstrapped out. The well may. for example. be 
connected electrically to the said output terminal of the 
circuit. This permits the well potential to track the output 
terminal potential. 
The said storage capacitor may also located within such a 

well to bootstrap parasitic capacitances associated therewith. 
Advantageously. one or more conductive shields extend 

over the area of the or each well. and there are means for 
causing the or each shield potential to track the potential of 
the said one plate. This assists in eliminating residual 
parasitic capacitance e?'ects. In such a case. the said con 
ductive shield may also usefully be connected electrically to 
the said output terminal of the circuit so that the shield 
potential tracks the output terminal potential. 
When the ampli?er element of the voltage storage circuit 

comprises two substantially identical circuit portions as 
described above. the said ?rst portion of the ampli?er 
element is preferably located within the said one or more 
Wells. and the said second portion of the ampli?er element 
is formed within one or more further wells. each of the 
conductivity type opposite to that of the surrounding areas of 
the substrate. the or each further well potential being sub 
stantially ?xed in relation to the potential of a supply line of 
the circuit. 
The voltage storage circuit preferably further includes 

input potential maintaining means. interposed between the 
said input terminal and the input side of the said input switch 
element. for maintaining the input-side potential of the input 
switch element. after the element is changed to the OFF 
condition. substantially ?xed in relation to the potential of 
the said one plate of the storage capacitor. 

This can prevent the input switch element from becoming 
turned ON inadvertently should the input signal potential 
change su?iciently relative to the [control] switching elec 
trode potential after the element has been turned OFF. 
The said input potential maintaining means may comprise 

a further switch element connected in series with the said 
input switch element and operable. after the said input 
switch element has been changed to the OFF condition. to 
isolate the input side of that element from the said input 
terminal. In this way. variation in the input signal potential 
after opening of the further switch element does not aifect 
the input side potential of the input switch element. 
The said input potential maintaining means may further 

comprise an auxiliary capacitor connected between the input 
side of the said input switch element and the said other plate 
of the said storage capacitor and/or a feedback switch 
element connected between the said ampli?er element and 
the input side of the said input switch element and operable. 
while the input side of that element is so isolated. to apply 
thereto a potential derived from the potential of the said one 
plate of the storage capacitor. 
The gain of the said ampli?er element is preferably 

substantially unity. In this case the [control] switching 
electrode potenu'al and the well potential(s) can conve 
niently be “bootstrapped" to the output terminal potential 
because. when the ampli?er element has a gain of substantial 
unity. the buffered output terminal potential is substantially 
equal to the one plate potential/input signal potential. Thus. 
the required [control] switching electrode potential can be 
derived from the buifered output signal without affecting the 
input signal. 

Such a voltage storage circuit (the ampli?er element of 
which has unity gain) as described above may usefully be 
included in voltage summation circuitry which also 
includes: 
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?rst. second and third input nodes to which ?rst. second 
and third potentials are applied when the circuitry is in 
use; 

an output node connected with the output terminal of the 
voltage storage circuit; and 

switching means connected with the said input nodes and 
with the said voltage storage circuit and switchable. 
after the input switch element of the voltage storage 
circuit has been changed to the OFF condition. from an 
input con?guration to an output con?guration. said 
input con?guration serving to connect the said ?rst and 
second input nodes to the said input and common 
terminals respectively of the voltage storage circuit. 
thereby to permit storage of the potential ditference 
between the said ?rst and second potentials in the 
storage capacitor of the voltage storage circuit. and said 
output con?guration serving to connect the common 
terminal of the voltage storage circuit to the said third 
input node. thereby to produce at the said output node 
an output potential which is substantially equal to the 
sum of the third potential and the stored di?erence 
between the ?rst and second potentials. 

Such voltage summation circuitry is capable of very high 
precision voltage surmnation. the accuracy being essentially 
limited only by the effectiveness with which the elfects of 
parasitic capacitances in the voltage storage circuit can be 
eliminated. When. in each voltage storage circuit. the vari 
ous parasitic capacitances of the circuit (the switch element 
capacitance. the ampli?er element input capacitance and any 
interconnect capacitance) are bootstrapped out using the 
techniques indicated above. substantially the only limit on 
cancellation of parasitic capacitance elfects arises from gain 
error of the ampli?er elements. This gain error can be 
reduced to very low levels by adopting suitable designs of 
the ampli?er element. 

First and second voltage storage circuits. each as 
described above and each having unity-gain ampli?er 
elements. may be advantageously included in voltage sum 
mation circuitry which also includes: 

?rst. second. third. fourth. ?fth and sixth input nodes. a 
?rst pair of input voltages being applied to the said ?rst 
and second input nodes. and a second pair of input 
voltages being applied to the said third and fourth input 
nodes. and a third pair of input voltages being applied 
to the said ?fth and sixth input nodes. when the 
circuitry is in use; 

?rst and second output nodes connected with the respec 
tive output terminals of the said ?rst and second voltage 
storage circuits; and 

switching means connected with the said input nodes and 
with the said voltage storage circuits and switchable. 
after the respective input switch elements of the ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits have been changed 
to the OFF condition. from an input con?guration to an 
output con?guration. said input con?guration serving 
to connect the said ?rst and second input nodes to the 
said input and common terminals respectively of the 
said ?rst voltage storage circuit. and also to connect the 
said third and forum input nodes to the said input and 
common terminals respectively of the said second 
voltage storage circuit. thereby to permit storage. in the 
said storage capacitor of the ?rst voltage storage 
circuit. of a ?rst potential difference between the two 
input voltages of the said ?rst pair and to permit 
storage. in the said storage capacitor of the second 
voltage storage circuit. of a second potential difference 
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between the two input voltages of the said second pair. 
and said output con?guration serving to connect the 
respective common terminals of the ?rst and second 
voltage storage circuits to the ?fth and sixth input 
nodes respectively. thereby to produce between the said 
?rst and second output nodes a pair of output voltages 
the potential difference between which is substantially 
equal to the sum of the potential di?’erence between the 
two input voltages of the said third pair and the 
difference between the stored ?rst and second potential 
diiferences. 

By virtue of the back-to-back connection of the two 
voltage storage circuits the individual (?xed) amounts of 
charge injected by the respective switch elements thereof at 
the moment they are turned OFF are the same for each 
circuit and hence eifectively cancel one another out bearing 
in mind the di?‘erential nature of the input and output of the 
circuitry. 

First and second voltage storage circuits. each as 
described above and each having unity-gain ampli?er 
elements. may in another preferred example be included in 
voltage doubling circuitry which also includes: 

?rst and second input nodes between which an input 
voltage to be doubled is applied when the circuitry is in 
use; 

?rst and second output nodes connected respectively with 
the respective output terminals of the ?rst and second 
voltage storage circuits; and 

switching means connected with the said input nodes and 
with the said voltage storage circuits and switchable. 
after the respective input switch elements of the ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits have been changed 
to the OFF condition. from an input con?guration to an 
output con?guration. said input con?guration serving 
to connect the said ?rst input node to both the said input 
terminal of the said ?rst voltage storage circuit and the 
said common terminal of the said second voltage 
storage circuit. and also to connect the said second 
input node to both the said input terminal of the said 
second voltage storage circuit and the said common 
terminal of the said ?rst voltage storage circuit. thereby 
to cause each of the respective storage capacitors of the 
said voltage storage circuits to be charged to the said 
input voltage. and said output con?guration serving to 
connect the respective common terminals of the ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits together so that the 
said storage capacitors are connected in series with one 
another between the [said ?rst and second output 
nodes. thereby to produce between those] respective 
ampli?er-element inputs of said ?rst and second volt 
age storage circuits, thereby to produce between the 
?rst and second output nodes an output voltage which 
is substantially double the said input voltage. 

Again. the back-to-back connection of the two voltage 
storage circuits a?'ords cancellation of the charge injected by 
the input switch elements. so that the doubled voltage is 
highly accurate. The circuitry has a much improved speed/ 
power/noise trade-off. perhaps up to ten times better. than 
comparable prior proposals. 

Such voltage doubling circuitry has a particularly advan 
tageous application in analog-to-digital converters that carry 
out voltage doubling operations in the course of their 
conversion operations. Such a converter may incorporate a 
voltage conversion stage including: 

voltage doubling circuitry as described above; 
comparator means connected for receiving a working 

voltage equal to or derived from the said input voltage 
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and also connected for receiving a comparison potential 
and operable to perform a comparison between that 
working voltage and the said comparison potential and 
to provide digital data indicative of the result of the 
comparison; and 

voltage adjustment means connected between the respec 
tive common terminals of the said ?rst and second 
voltage storage circuits and operable. after the said 
switching means have been switched from the said 
input con?guration to the said output con?guration. to 
apply between those terminals an oifset voltage having 
a value selected, by the said digital data. from a 
plurality of preset possible values. thereby to produce 
between the said output nodes an analogue conversion 
voltage which differs from double the said input volt 
age by the selected offset voltage. 

In such a conversion stage. by virtue of the use of 
high-precision voltage doubling circuitry as described 
above. the analogue conversion voltage can be derived with 
desirably high precision from the input voltage without the 
use of complex switching arrangements to interconnect the 
two storage capacitors. This analogue conversion voltage 
can be offset. from double the input voltage. by one of a 
number of preselected offset voltages selected in depen 
dence upon the input voltage magnitude, as is required for 
example in analogue-to-digital converters of the “three 
state-logic” kind. The said voltage adjustment means are 
connected between the respective common terminals of the 
said ?rst and second voltage storage circuits and are oper 
able to apply between those terminals the said o?set voltage. 
In this way. since the voltage adjustment means are con 
nected in series with the two storage capacitors so as to 
cause a potential dilference equal to the selected otfset 
voltage to exist between the respective said other plates of 
the capacitors. and each storage capacitor has a potential 
diiference between its respective plates equal to the input 
voltage. the required oifset of the analogue conversion 
voltage from double the input voltage is achieved simply 
and accurately. without employing complex and inaccurate 
analogue voltage adders. 

Preferably the said comparator means perform the said 
comparison whilst the switching means of the voltage stor 
age circuits are in the said input con?guration. providing 
high-speed operation. 

In one preferred example. the said comparator means are 
connected to the said ?rst and second input nodes, so that the 
said input voltage is the said working voltage. and provide 
?rst such digital data if the said input voltage is less than or 
equal to minus the said comparison potential. and provide 
second such digital data if the said comparison potential is 
less than or equal to the said input voltage. and provide third 
such digital data in all other cases. and wherein the otfset 
voltage selected by the said second digital data is —V,q. 
where +V,,f is the offset voltage selected by the said ?rst 
digital data. and the oifset voltage selected by the said third 
digital data is zero; the said comparison potential being 
substantially equal to Vm/4. 
By virtue of the immunity of the conversion algorithm 

embodied in such a conversion stage to missing code errors 
that would otherwise arise from o?’set voltage of the com 
parator means. the full bene?t of the improvement in the 
precision of the voltage conversion operation performed by 
the stage is obtained in terms of overall conversion accuracy. 
One particularly-advantageous such analogue-to-digital 

converter comprises: 
a series of N stages. each being a voltage conversion stage 

as described above. an analogue voltage to be digitised 
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- being applied between the said ?rst and second input 
nodes of the ?rst stage of the series. and the said ?rst 
and second input nodes of each successive stage being 
connected to the said ?rst and second output nodes 
respectively of the immediately-preceding stage; 

control means operable to cause the switching means of 
each of the said stages in succession to be switched 
from the said input con?guration to the said output 
con?guration. such switching being controlled to occur 
in each of the stages. except for the ?rst stage. at a time 
when the switching means of the immediately 
preceding stage is in the output con?guration so that 
prior to such switching the stage being switched 
receives as its input voltage the analogue conversion 
voltage produced by that immediately-preceding stage 
and so produces its analogue conversion voltage in 
dependence thereupon after such switching; and 

data processing means connected for receiving the said 
digital data provided by the said N stages and operative 
to derive therefrom a digital output word. comprising 
N+l bits. representative of the applied analogue volt 
age. 

Such an analogue-to-digital converter can operate very 
quickly. producing one full N+1 bit digital output word per 
clock period. 

Preferably. such an analogue-to-digital converter is opera 
tive alternately in ?rst and second clock phases. and the said 
control means operate in the said ?rst clock phase to 
maintain the respective switching means of the odd 
numbmed stages of the series in the input con?guration 
whilst maintaining the respective switching means of the 
even-numbered stages in the said output con?guration but 
operate in the said second clock phase to maintain the 
respective switching means of the even-numbered stages in 
the said input con?guration whilst maintaining the respec 
tive switching means of the odd-numbered stages in the 
output con?guration. 

This arrangement permits the converter to operate at the 
above-mentioned high speed while keeping the control of 
the stages desirably simple. 

Advantageously. for at least one pair of adjacent stages of 
the series. the respective storage capacitors of the said ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits in the second stage of the 
pair are smaller in capacitance than the comparable storage 
capacitors in the ?rst stage of the pair. the storage capaci 
tance ratio of the two stages of one or each such pair being 
preferably approximately 2:1. This can assist in reducing 
power consumption of the converter. 

For at least one pair of adjacent stages of the series. the 
respective ampli?er element input devices of the said ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits in the second stage of the 
pair are preferably smaller in width than the comparable 
input devices in the ?rst stage of the pair. the input device 
width ratio of the two stages of one or each such pair being 
advantageously approximately 2:1. again to reduce power 
consumption. 

Furthermore. for at least one pair of adjacent stages of the 
series. the respective currents in the controllable current 
paths of the ampli?er element input devices of the said ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits in the second stage of the 
pair may be smaller than the comparable currents in the ?rst 
stage of the pair. the current ratio of the two stages of one 
or each such pair being preferably approximately 2:1. again 
to assist in reducing power consumption. 

Advantageously. in each of the second to nth stages of the 
converter. where 2énéN. each of the respective storage 
capacitors of the said ?rst and second voltage storage 
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circuits of the stage has a capacitance that is reduced. 
relative to the capacitance of the comparable storage capaci 
tor of the immediately-preceding stage. by a ?rst scaling 
factor that is constant throughout those second to nth stages. 
Scaling the capacitance by a constant scaling factor in this 
way helps to reduce power consumption of the converter and 
to reduce the amount of chip area required to make the 
converter. 
The said ?rst scaling factor is preferably 2. This value of 

scaling factor is optimal in terms of reduced power con 
sumption. 

Advantageously. in each of the second to nth stages of the 
converter. where 2énéN. the ampli?er element input 
device of each voltage storage circuit of the stage is of a 
channel width that is reduced. relative to the channel width 
of the comparable ampli?er element input device of the 
immediately-preceding stage. by a second scaling factor that 
is constant throughout those second to nth stages. 

Such scaling by a constant factor for a number of suc 
cessive stages can also contribute to reducing the power 
consumption of the converter and the chip area occupied 
thereby. 
The said second scaling factor is preferably also 2. This 

results in optimal power consumption reduction. 
Advantageously also. in each of the second to nth stages 

of the converter. where 2énéN. the current in each of the 
said controllable current paths of the ampli?er element input 
devices of the stage is controlled to be reduced. relative to 
the current in the comparable controllable current path of the 
immediately-preceding stage. by a third scaling factor that is 
constant throughout those second to nth stages. 

Such scaling can further contribute to a reduction in the 
power consumption of the converter. 
The said third scaling factor is preferably also 2. This 

value is optimal in terms of power consumption reduction. 
In another preferred embodiment. for at least one pair of 

adjacent stages of the series. at least one of the said preset 
possible values of the offset voltage in the second stage of 
the pair is adjusted fractionally as compared with the cor 
responding preset possible value of the offset voltage in the 
?rst stage of the pair. 
Such a fractional adjustment can be used to correct for 

gain errors in the ampli?er elements used in each stage. and 
hence can maintain high-precision operation of the overall 
converter despite imperfections in those ampli?er elements. 

Alternatively. or in addition. the said data processing 
means may be operable to fractionally adjust the digital data 
provided by the respective comparator means of successive 
stages of the series so as to facilitate correction of voltage 
conversion errors in those successive stage. 
Another advantageous analogue-to-digital converter com 

prises: 
?rst and second stages. each being a voltage conversion 

stage as described above. connected together such that 
the said ?rst and second output nodes of the ?st stage 
are connected to the said ?rst and second input nodes 
respectively of the second stage and the said ?rst and 
second output nodes of the said second stage are 
connected to the said ?rst and second input nodes 
respectively of the ?rst such stage. an analogue voltage 
to be digitised being applied. at the start of an iterative 
conversion operation of the converter. between the said 
?rst and second input nodes of the said ?rst stage; 

control means operable to cause the switching means of 
the ?rst and second stages to be switched alternately. 
starting with the ?rst stage. from the said input con 
?guration to the said output con?guration. such switch 
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12 
ing being controlled to occur in one stage at a time 
when the switching means of the other stage are in the 
output con?guration so that prior to such switching the 
one stage being switched receives as its input voltage 
the analogue conversion voltage produced by the other 
stage and so produces its analogue conversion voltage 
in dependence thereupon after such switching; and 

data processing means connected for receiving the said 
digital data provided alternately by the ?rst and stages 
during the course of the said iterative conversion opera 
tion and operative to derive therefrom a digital output 
word representative of the applied analogue voltage. 

In such an analogue-to-digital converter only two stages 
are required to perform a conversion operation. resulting in 
a desirably compact and simple design 

According to a second aspect of the present invention 
there is provided an analogue-to-digital converter. operable 
alternately in ?rst and second clock phases. including: 

?rst and second input nodes between which an analogue 
input voltage to be digitised can be applied when the 
converter is in use; 

?rst and second voltage storage circuits. each including 
respective ?rst and second storage capacitors and a 
unity-gain ampli?er element having respective input 
and output terminals. which element includes an elec 
tronic input device having a controllable current path 
provided between respective ?rst and second current 
path electrodes of the device and also having a control 
electrode to which a potential is applied to control the 
magnitude of current in the said current path. the said 
control electrode being connected to the said input 
terminal of the ampli?er element. and the said ?rst and 
second current-path electrodes being connected with 
potential tracking means such that both the ?rst current 
path electrode potential and the second current-path 
electrode potential track the control electrode potential. 
whilst current ?ows in the said controllable current 
path. so that the respective potentials of the ?rst and 
second current-path electrodes are kept substantially 
?xed in relation to the potential of the said input 
terminal; 

input sampling means operable during an initial one of the 
clock phases to connect the said input terminal of the 
?rst voltage storage circuit to the said ?rst input node 
and to connect the said input terminal of the second 
voltage storage circuit to the said second input node; 

?rst and second output nodes connected respectively with 
the ampli?er element output terminals of the said ?rst 
and second voltage storage circuits; 

comparator means connected to the said ?rst and second 
output nodes and also connected for receiving a com 
parison potential and operable in each clock phase to 
perform a comparison between the potential ditference 
between the ?rst and second output nodes and the said 
comparison potential and to provide digital data indica 
tive of the result of the comparison; 

voltage adjustment means having a pair of connection 
terminals and operable in each clock phase to apply 
between those terminals an offset voltage having a 
value selected. by the said digital data provided by the 
said comparator means in the immediately-preceding 
clock phase, from a plurality of preset possible values; 

switching means operable in the ?rst clock phase to 
connect the two ?rst storage capacitors and the said 
connection terminals in series between the respective 
input terminals of the ampli?er elements. whilst con 
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necting the said second storage capacitors in parallel 
with one another between the ?rst and second output 
nodes. and operable in the second clock phase to 
connect the two second storage capacitors and the said 
connection terminals in series between the respective 
input terminals of the ampli?er elements. whilst con 
necting the said ?rst storage capacitors in parallel with 
one another between the ?rst and second output nodes; 
and 

data processing means connected for receiving the said 
digital data provided by the said comparator means 
over a predetermined number of the said clock phases 
and operative to derive therefrom a digital output word 
representative of the applied analogue input voltage. 

Such an analogue-to-digital converter requires only one 
stage to perform a conversion operation. resulting in an 
especially compact design. 

According to a third aspect of the present invention there 
is provided an analog-to-digital converter including a plu 
rality of mutually-similar voltage conversion stages con 
nected in series so that the output of one stage provides an 
input to the next stage. each stage including a storage 
capacitor selectively connectible to the input of the stage for 
storing an input voltage of the stage and also including an 
ampli?er element selectively connectible between the stor 
age capacitor and the output of the stage for delivering an 
output voltage of the stage which is dependent on the stored 
input voltage. wherein in at least one stage. other than the 
?rst stage. of the series the storage capacitor capacitance is 
smaller than the storage capacitor capacitance of the 
immediately-preceding stage and/or the width of an input 
transistor of the ampli?er element is smaller than the width 
of the input transistor of the ampli?er element of the 
immediately-preceding stage. 

Such an analogue-to-digital converter. employing a series 
of “scaled” voltage conversion stages. can achieve an 
improved overall noise/power consumption tradeo?. The 
factor (scaling factor) by which the storage capacitor capaci 
tance and/or input transistor width is scaled from one stage 
to the next is preferably close to 2. Scaling may be stopped 
after the ?rst few stages. for example the ?rst six stages may 
be scaled one from the next and then the remaining stages 
can be constant size. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 (PRIOR ARI‘). discussed hereinbefore. shows a 
circuit diagram of a previously-considered voltage storage 
circuit; 

FIG. 2 (PRIOR ART). also discussed hereinbefore. shows 
in more detail an ampli?er element included in the FIG. 1 
circuit; 

FIG. 3 shows a circuit diagam of a voltage storage circuit 
embodying the aforesaid ?rst aspect of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 4 shows one design of an ampli?er element included 
in the FIG. 3 circuit; 

FIG. 5 shows another design of ampli?er element for use 
in the FIG. 3 circuit; 

FIG. 6 shows in more detail an input witch element 
included in the FIG. 3 circuit; 

FIG. 7 shows yet another design of ampli?er element. 
together with an example of switch driving means, for use 
in the FIG. 3 circuit; 

FIGS. 8(A) and 8(B) show respective plan and cross 
sectional views illustrating one possible layout of the circuit 
of FIG. 3 on an integrated circuit substrate; 
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FIGS. 9(A) and 9(B) show respective plan and cross 

sectional views illustrating another possible layout of the 
circuit of FIG. 3 on an integrated circuit substrate; 

FIG. 10 shows a circuit diagram of voltage summation 
circuitry employing a voltage storage circuit as shown in 
FIG. 3; 

FIG. 11 shows a circuit diagram of voltage doubling 
circuitry employing two voltage storage circuits as shown in 
FIG. 3; 

FIG. 12 shows a circuit diagram of parts of an analogue 
to-digital converter having a plurality of conversion stages 
each based upon the voltage doubling circuitry of FIG. 11; 

FIG. 13 shows a circuit diagram of parts of an analogue 
to-digital converter. having a single conversion stage. 
embodying the aforesaid second aspect of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of parts of the converter 
of FIG. 12. for illustrating advantages of scaling the stages 
in the FIG. 12 converter one from the next by a scaling 
factor; 

FIG. 15 is a graph illustrating. in the case of a converter 
as shown in FIG. 12 having 16 stages. the relationship 
between total current consumption of the converter and the 
scaling factor. and the relationship between total noise in the 
converter and the scaling factor; and 

FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram illustrating one example 
of the layout of the FIG. 12 converter on a chip. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The voltage storage circuit of FIG. 3 includes an elec 
tronic switch element 1. preferably an MOSFET transistor. 
a storage capacitor 2. a unity-gain butfer 3. and a boot 
strapped switch driving device 4.5 connected between an 
output terminal circuit and the gate electrode (control 
electrode) of the MOSFET 1. 

FIG. 4 shows a ?rst example of the construction of the 
ampli?er element 3 in the FIG. 3 circuit. The element 3 
comprises two basic portions. namely a cascoded source 
follower 31 and a current source 32. 

The cascoded source follower 31 comprises an n-channel 
MOSH-II‘ input transistor 33 whose gate electrode is con 
nected to one plate (the upper plate in FIG. 3) of the storage 
capacitor 2. The drain-source channel of the input transistor 
33 is connected in series with the drain-source channel of a 
further n-channel MOSFET transistor. which will be 
referred to hereinafter as a cascoding transistor 34. The drain 
electrode of the cascoding transistor 34 is connected to a 
positive supply line Vdd of the circuit. whilst the source 
electrode of the input transistor 33 is connected to an output 
terminal OUT of the circuit. 

Also in the casooded source follower 31. a bias generator 
35 is connected between the source electrode of the input 
transistor 33 and the gate electrode of the coding transistor 
34. This bias generator serves to maintain a substantially 
constant potential di?erence between the gate electrode of 
the cascode transistor and the source electrode of the input 
transistor 33. irrespective of variation of the source electrode 
potential. 
The current source 32 is constituted substantially identi 

cally to the cascoded source follower 31 and comprises two 
n-channel MOSFEI‘ transistors 36 and 37 (corresponding 
respectively to the transistors 33 and 34 of the cascoded 
sotn'ce follower 31). connected in series between the output 
terminal OUT of the circuit and a negative supply line V“ 
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of the circuit. an associated bias generator 38 (corresponding 
to the bias generator 35 in the cascoded source follower 31) 
which serves to maintain a substantially constant potential 
dilference between the gate electrode of the transistor 37 and 
the source electrode of the transistor 36. In this case. the 
source electrode of the transistor 36 is connected directly to 
the negative supply line V". so that the gate electrode 
potential of the transistor 37 is ?xed in relation to the 
negative supply line. The current source 32 has a bias input 
BIAS connected to the gate electrode of the transistor 36. A 
bias potential can be applied to the bias input of the current 
source 32 for controlling operation of the element. as will be 
described hereinafter. 

Since the current source 32 is connected in series with the 
cascoded source follower 31. it serves to complete a current 
path between the positive and negative supply lines Vdd and 
V 

In operation of the ampli?er element of FIG. 4. the current 
source is operable to cause a substantially constant current 
to pass through the above-mentioned current path and hence 
through each of the transistors 33 and 34 of the cascoded 
source follower 31. This causes the source electrode poten 
tial of the input transistor 33 to track the gate electrode 
potential thereof such that the output terminal potential V0 
follows the potential Vc of the upper plate of the storage 
capacitor 2. Thus. the voltage gain of the element is sub 
stantially unity. 

Similarly. the source electrode potential of the cascoding 
transistor 34 is caused to track the gate electrode potential 
thereof. which potential is in turn maintained substantially 
?xed in relation to the source electrode potential of the input 
transistor 33 by the bias generator 35. Accordingly. the drain 
electrode potential of the input transistor 33 tracks the 
source electrode potential thereof and hence also tracks the 
potential VC of the upper plate of the storage capacitor 2. 
As will be apparent. irrespective of the upper plate 

potential Vc of the storage capacitor 2. the source and drain 
electrode potentials of the input transistor 33 are each 
substantially ?xed in relation to one another and to the gate 
electrode potential of that input transistor. Thus. the gate 
source. gate-drain and drain-source parasitic capacitances 
C 8,. C8 . C,1r are not charged or discharged as the upper plate 
potential Vc of the storage capacitor 2 varies. and thus these 
parasitic capacitances have substantially no effect on the 
voltage stored in the storage capacitor 2. 

Because the input transistor 3 is an FBI‘ input transistor. 
the gate current is substantially zero. so that the charge 
stored in the storage capacitor is not diminished signi?cantly 
by operation of the ampli?er element 3 after the input switch 
element 1 has been opened. 

In the FIG. 4 ampli?er element. the actual output terminal 
potential is not exactly equal to the upper plate potential V6. 
but is reduced slightly in accordance with the ON gate 
source di?’erential voltage of the transistor 33. as follows: 

where V, is the threshold voltage of the input transistor 33 
and V DS AT is the saturation voltage of the input transistor 33. 
As will be apparent from FIG. 4. the cascoded source 

follower 31 and the current source 32 are constructed 
substantially identically to one another. Thus, the counter 
part of the input transistor 33 of the cascaded source 
follower 31 is the transistor 36 in the current source 32. to 
which transistor 36 the above-mentioned bias potential is 
applied. Because the same current ?ows through the respec 
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tive drain-source channels of the transistors 33 and 36. and 
these transistors are of identical dimensions. the gate-source 
potential of the transistor 33 can be controlled by adjusting 
the gate-source potential of the transistor 36 in the current 
source 32. This gate-source potential of the transistor 36 is 
equal to the di?‘erence between the bias potential and the 
negative supply line potential so that by applying a suitable 
constant bias potential to the bias terminal the diiference 
between the output terminal potential V0 and the upper plate 
potential VG of the storage capacitor 2 can be set to a 
desirably small constant level. 

In the FIG. 4 ampli?er element. the transistors 33. 34. 36 
and 37 can be of the depletion or enhancement type. 

FIG. 5 shows a more sophisticated example of the con 
struction of the ampli?er element 3. employing depletion 
type n-channel MOSFEI‘ transistors to provide high speed 
operation. In the FIG. 5 example. the ampli?er element 
again comprises a cascoded source follower 31 and a current 
source 32. and the PET input transistor 33 in the cascoded 
source follower 31 is again connected in the cascoded source 
follower con?guration previously described with reference 
to FIG. 4. the gate electrode of the transistor 33 being 
connected to receive the upper plate potential Vc of the 
storage capacitor 2. the source electrode of the transistor 33 
being connected to the output terminal OUT of the circuit 
and the drain electrode of the transistor 33 being connected 
by way of ?rst and second cascoding transistors 341 and 342 
to the positive supply line V M of the circuit. 

In this case. the cascode bias generator 35 comprises three 
series-connected transistors 351. 352 and 353 connected for 
applying suitable bias potentials to the respective gate 
electrodes of the ?rst and second cascoding transistors 341 
and 342. so that the respective gate electrodes of the 
cascading transistors 341 and 342 are each maintained at 
potentials substantially ?xed in relation to the source elec 
trode potential of the input transistor 33. 
The current source 32 of the FIG. 5 ampli?er element is 

constituted identically to the cascoded source follower 31 
thereof and includes. connected between the source elec 
trode of the input transistor [31] 33 and the negative supply 
line V". three series-connected transistors 36. 371 and 372 
(corresponding respectively to the transistors 33. 341 and 
342 of the cascoded source follower 31). In this case the gate 
electrode potential of the transistor 36 (equivalent to the bias 
potential applied to the bias input in the FIG. 4 ampli?er 
element) is provided by the negative supply line V”. while 
the respective gate electrode potentials of the transistors 371 
and 372 are provided by a bias generator 38 (constructed 
identically to the bias generator 35 in the cascoded source 
generator 31) comprising three series-connected transistors 
381 to 383. It will be seen that the bias generators 35 and 38 
are connected in series with one another between the posi 
tive and negative supply lines so as to complete a further 
current path therebetween. 

In the FIG. 5 ampli?er element. because the gate electrode 
of the transistor 36 in the current source 32 is connected 
diredly to the negative supply line V”. the gate and source 
potentials of the transistor 36 are equal to one another. Since 
the same drain-source current ?ows through the input tran 
sistor 33 as through its counterpart transistor 36 in the 
current source 32. and the cascoded source follower 31 and 
the current source 32 are of substantially identical 
construction. it follows that the gate and source potentials of 
the input transistor 33 in the cascoded source follower 31 
will also be substantially equal to one another in potential. 
Thus. the voltage gain of the FIG. 5 ampli?er element is 
closer to unity (approximately 0.9995) than is the case with 
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the FIG. 4 ampli?er element. As compared with the FIG. 4 
ampli?er. the FIG. S ampli?er element is also capable of fast 
operation. In other respects. however. the opm'ation of the 
FIG. 5 element is substantially identical to that of the FIG. 
4 ampli?er element. 

Returning now to FIG. 3. the bootstrapped switch driving 
device comprises potential generating circuitry 4 having an 
input connected to the output terminal of the circuit and 
operable to provide at respective outputs thereof potentials 
Vhigh and V10”, (vmghwbw) each of which has a constant 
o?‘set from the output terminal potential. These two poten 
tials must be at suitable levels to apply to the gate electrode 
of the MOSFET 1 in order to maintain it in its ON and OFF 
conditions. 
The two potentials Vmgh and Vbw are applied as inputs to 

a selector element 5 which also receives a switching signal 
CK. The output of the selector circuit 5 is connected to the 
gate electrode of the MOSFET switch element 1 for con 
trolling the potential thereof. The selector element 5 
switches the gate electrode potential between the two poten 
tials V his,‘ and V ,W in dependence upon the switching signal 
CK. This signal CK may be a logic signal provided by digital 
logic circuitry controlling operation of the voltage storage 
circuit. 

In order to avoid unpredictable charge injection by the 
MOSFET input switch element 1 into the storage capacitor 
2 when the input switch element is turned OFF. the control 
potential applied to the gate electrode of the MOSFET must 
be substantially ?xed in relation to the input terminal 
potential at least when the MOSFET is to be ON. as will now 
be explained with reference to FIG. 6. 

FIG. 6 shows the input switch element 1. in this example 
an n-channel enhancement type MOSFET. in detail. The 
MOSFET 1 has a source electrode providing an input 
terminal 1N of the switch element. a drain electrode provid 
ing an output terminal OUT of the switch element. and a gate 
electrode connected to be switched alternatively between the 
two above-mentioned control potentials Vmgh and Vb”. The 
drain-source channel of the transistor is non-conducting 
when the gate-channel potential thereof is zero (or negative) 
so that when the applied control potential is Vbw (évo) the 
output terminal of the switch element is isolated from the 
input terminal thereof. the off-resistance (R0,) of the switch 
element in this condition being typically more than 10.000 
MQ. When the gate potential is changed to Vhish (>V0) the 
drain-source channel is brought into conduction. the 
on-resistance (R0,) of the switch element in this condition 
being of the order of 10s or 100s of ohms. 

In an analog-to-digital converter employing a voltage 
storage circuit such as that shown in FIG. 3 the operation of 
the switch element 1 is normally required to be controlled by 
digital logic circuitry of the converter and. partly for this 
reason. in prior proposals ?xed digital logic potentials (for 
example 0 and +VDD volts) were conventionally applied to 
the gate to control the switching of the element. 

However. a problem arises when such digital logic poten 
tials are used as will now be explained. 
The MOSFET switch element 1 of FIG. 6 unavoidably 

has a parasitic gate-channel capacitance C86 between its gate 
electrode and its drain-sotu'ce channel. This parasitic capaci 
tance has a ?rst component due to physical overlap between 
the gate and the channel of the FBI‘, and a second component 
associated with charge stored in the channel when the FBI‘ 
is in the ON condition. It is found that this second compo 
nent vanes with the channel potential (i.e. with the potential 
V. of the signal being switched) but in an unpredictable 
manner. 
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18 
The gate-channel capacitance gives rise to charge injec 

tion from the gate to the channel at the moment of switching 
tmmh. which in tan gives rise to an error in the stored 
voltage. Charge injection due to the above-mentioned ?rst 
component of the gate-channel capacitance depends essen 
tially on the change in gate voltage AVG at tmrh (eg. 
O-VDD=—VDD) and so is substantially independent of the 
channel potential V. at tun-M. Charge injection due to the 
second component of the gate-channel capacitance is. 
however. in?uenced by the input signal potential V,- relative 
to the gate potential at the moment of switching. leading to 
the above-mentioned error in the stored voltage and for 
non-linearity in the operation of the voltage storage circuit 

It is not readily practical to compensate for such charge 
injection. for example by coupling an inverted version of the 
gate signal through a mall adjustable capacitor. because the 
eifect of the above-mentioned second component of the 
gate-channel capacitance is not su?iciently predictable. 
The effects of charge injection at the moment of switching 

tmmh prior proposals employing ?xed control potentials. 
such as digital logic potentials. are particularly signi?cant in 
the case where it is desired to employ a storage capacitor 
having a small capacitance to reduce the acquisition time of 
the circuit. 

In the bootstrapped switch driving device 4. 5 of FIG. 3. 
however. at least the control potential applied to the switch 
element 1 to maintain it in the ON condition is ?xed relative 
to the input terminal potential V‘ so that the amount of 
charge injected by the element 1 when it is switched OFF is 
substantially constant irrespective of the input terminal 
potential. Because this charge injection is constant. it leads 
to a constant error in the stored voltage. which can be readily 
compensated for. 

Incidentally. in some cases it may be possible for the 
control potential applied to the switch element 1 when it is 
to be maintained in the OFF (as opposed to the ON) 
condition to be ?xed. rather than variable with the input 
potential V,- as in FIG. 3. This is because the above 
mentioned ?rst component of the gate-channel parasitic 
capacitance CBC is linear. 
The potentials Vmh and VIM required depend on the type 

and threshold voltage of the MOSFET used in the MOSFET 
1. This switch element can be of the enhancement or 
depletion type and can be of n-channel or p-channel. For an 
n-type channel MOSFET. Vhigh will be applied to the gate 
electrode to turn ON the MOSFEI‘ (i.e. Vhigh is the ON 
potential and VIM will be applied to turn it OFF (i.e. VIM 
is the OFF potential. whereas for a p-channel MOSFET 
Vhigh will be applied to the gate electrode to turn OFF the 
MOSFET (i.e. Vhiab is the OFF potential) and Vbw will be 
applied to turn it ON (i.e. Vhizh is the ON potential). 

In the case of an n-channel MOSFET having a threshold 
voltage VT, for low on-resistance 

where V0,, is a predetermined potential di?erence. Similarly. 
for high ctr-resistance 

where V is also a predetermined potential di?erence. 
The ' erence between the ON and OFF potentials is thus 

V,,,,+V,,r which must be at least several hundred mV. 
It may be possible to use the output terminal potential V, 

directly to provide one of the two potentials Vhigh and Vbw. 








































